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Ruskin’s Windows at the Oxford Museum 

John Holmes, University of Reading 

 

John Ruskin’s overall responsibility for the Oxford University Museum, built the 

1850s, has been overstated, not least by Ruskin himself, who notoriously owned 

and disowned it at a stroke as ‘a very shabby bit of work of mine’ in a lecture in 

1877.1 Through the scholarship of Eve Blau, Michael Brooks, Frederick O’Dwyer 

and Peter Howell, it has become clear that his role was largely that of mentor to the 

architect Benjamin Woodward.2 An admirer of Ruskin’s architectural writings, 

Woodward consulted him on designs for the building, while Ruskin assisted, 

encouraged and tried to steer Woodward in his work, as well as using his 

connections to involve other artists in the project. There is, however, one part of the 

Museum where Ruskin’s hand can be directly traced in the finished decorations: 

the windows of the main façade. Several letters pertaining to these windows 

survive, as do twelve separate drawings by Ruskin for them—ten in the Ashmolean 

Museum in Oxford and one each in the Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery and 

the Ruskin Research Centre in Lancaster. By re-examining these documents 

                                                
The research for this article has been done with the support of the AHRC and the Oxford University 
Museum. Photographs of the Museum are reproduced with the permission of the Museum and its 
former director Jim Kennedy. Ruskin’s designs are reproduced with the permission of the 
Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford.  
1 Works, 22, 523. 
2 Eve Blau, Ruskinian Gothic: The Architecture of Deane and Woodward 1845-1861 (Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1982), pp. 48-81; Michael W. Brooks, John Ruskin and 
Victorian Architecture (London: Thames and Hudson, 1989 [first published 1987]), pp. 112-
42; Frederick O’Dwyer, The Architecture of Deane and Woodward (Cork: Cork University 
Press, 1997), pp. 152-283; Peter Howell, ‘“As beautiful as anything I know in civil Gothic”, 
or “a very shabby bit of work of mine”: Ruskin and the Oxford University Museum’ in 
Ruskin and Architecture, ed. by Rebecca Daniels and Geoff Brandwood (Reading: Spire 
Books, 2003), pp. 56-85. 
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alongside the finished carvings, it is possible to get a fuller sense of Ruskin’s role in 

the design of one of the most influential works of Victorian Gothic architecture. 

 

From a series of letters sent to Henry Acland, it is clear that there was a flurry of 

activity around the windows in the early summer of 1855, just as the building work 

was due to begin. On 22 May Ruskin wrote that he was waiting for Woodward to 

send him a working drawing ‘to consult upon with Rossetti & Munro’.3 In a second 

letter, he proposes balconies on some of the first-floor windows to break up the 

blankness of the façade, and promises to send a drawing setting out ‘modifications 

in lower windows’.4 Around this time he wrote to Jane Carlyle too telling her that 

he had designed a window for the Museum.5 In a third letter to Acland the one 

drawing has grown to ‘my drawing or drawings’, while in a fourth he tells him that 

he is sending him ‘a portfolio with 12 sketches in it’.6 These three letters are 

undated, but the second and third refer to the commission for the statue of Francis 

Bacon, which Ruskin initially anticipates will be carved by Alexander Munro but 

was actually given to Thomas Woolner after Rossetti introduced him to Woodward 

in early June 1855.7 Together with references to Acland’s care of Lizzie Siddal, this 

places these letters in early summer 1855.  

 

                                                
3 Bodleian Library, MS. Acland d. 72 f. 92. 
4 MS Acland d. 72 ff. 75-76. 
5 O’Dwyer, p. 178. 
6 MS Acland d. 72 ff. 85, 68.  
7 The Correspondence of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, ed. by William E. Fredeman, 9 vols (Cambridge: 
D. S. Brewer, 2002-10), II, p. 44. 
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O’Dwyer suggests that Ruskin’s designs were probably done at different times, but 

it seems likely that the designs were all drawn that summer, and that they comprise 

the portfolio which Ruskin sent to Acland.8 Taking the designs as a single portfolio, 

they are consistent with Ruskin’s views on and involvement with the windows set 

out in these early letters. Four of the designs held by the Ashmolean are for 

windows with balconies which were never constructed.9 The eight remaining 

designs are all for single or double lancet windows, in keeping with the basic form 

of the lower windows as depicted in the contract drawing of the front elevation 

from 21 February 1855 reproduced by O’Dwyer.10 Even at this early stage, the first-

floor windows are imagined as tracery windows, not lancets. Ruskin’s designs 

presume too that the head of each lancet will be in stone, not glazed, again in 

keeping with the original design although the windows as built departed from this 

model. All these details suggest an early date for Ruskin’s designs, before the 

building of the façade itself. 

 

Two of the drawings in the Ashmolean are for the same window, as is the design in 

Birmingham. This may be the window that Ruskin singled out in his letter to Jane 

Carlyle. In Sesame and Lilies he claimed that ‘the first window of the façade of the 

building, in which was inaugurated the study of natural science in England […] 

                                                
8 O’Dwyer, p. 225. O’Dwyer records in a note on p. 577 that two further designs were extant in 
1912 besides the ten in the Ashmolean. One of these, once owned by J. T. Middlemore, is the one 
now held in Birmingham. The second, formerly owned by Acland’s son Theodore, is probably 
identifiable as the drawing in the Ruskin Library, RF 1423 (Library Edition, Catalogue of 
Drawings, Volume 38, p. 272, no. 1262). 
9 Ashmolean Museum, WA.1931.51-54. 
10 O’Dwyer, p. 177. 
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was carved from my design by an Irish sculptor’.11 On the basis of an illustration 

published in The Architect in May 1872, Brooks, O’Dwyer and Howell all conclude 

that the window which Ruskin designed was the second double lancet window on 

the ground floor to the south of the main entrance [fig. 1].12 This is indeed the 

window in the three designs, for all that it was in fact the fourth window to be 

carved, after the single lancet window at the southern end of the façade on the 

ground floor, the second-floor window in the central tower, and the famous Cat 

Window on the first floor two to the right of the tower.13 It is not impossible that 

Ruskin designed the decoration for the single lancet—perhaps he drew more 

designs which have been lost—but it seems more likely that the precedence that he 

claims in Sesame and Lilies is precedence of design rather than of actual carving. 

 

The three surviving designs for this window enable us to trace closely its evolution 

in Ruskin’s imagination. In the first of the two Oxford drawings, Ruskin sets down 

the general design for the window as a whole.14 In the second, he settles on the 

plants for the central capitals, works out how to weave them together, and picks 

out further details.15 In the Birmingham drawing, he realises his complete design in 

detail, combining together features that had remained as yet separate in the earlier 

                                                
11 Works, 18, 150. 
12 Brooks, p. 126; O’Dwyer, pp. 223-24; Howell, pp. 74-75. 
13 O’Dwyer, pp. 231-32. 
14 WA1931.49. 
15 WA1931.50. 
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drawings.16 This design was then executed very close to Ruskin’s specifications by 

Woodward’s master mason, the sculptor James O’Shea, on the window itself. 

 

The two drawings for this window in the Ashmolean capture Ruskin’s design work 

in process. The first [fig. 2] is dominated by an incomplete sketch of the upper parts 

of the window. Ruskin’s ultimate model appears to be the double lancet at Oakham 

Castle reproduced in his 1853 Edinburgh Lectures on Architecture and Painting.17 In 

his sketch, Ruskin begins to imagine how a window on this design—albeit with 

two central columns not one, a variation allowed for by Woodward in the contract 

drawing—can be elaborated to be more directly in keeping with a museum of 

natural history. The fourfold leaves forming crosses carved up the jambs of the 

Oakham window are recast to look more naturalistic. The stylised forms of the 

capitals are replaced by plants, while a band of maples is added over the voussoirs, 

ingeniously charting their growth from young to mature leaves—an object lesson in 

both botany and the aesthetic principles ‘Of Leaf Beauty’ that Ruskin would 

lovingly set down in Modern Painters V. Two small drawings on the same sheet of 

paper experiment with the creaturely presence of lizards around the base of the 

columns, a motif that would be adopted for most of the windows carved at the 

Museum, though the stone is now so weathered that this can be hard to discern. A 

third works out in more detail the foliage that forms the capital of the left-hand 

column.  

                                                
16 Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery, 1972 P6. This design is publicly available through the 
online database of the Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery at 
http://www.bmagic.org.uk/objects/1972P6 [accessed 24 April 2013]. 
17 Works, 12, plate II. 
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A further series of sketches on a second sheet flesh out other details of the design. 

As Robert Hewison has noted, Ruskin makes a sketch of a strawberry plant and 

then seeks to realise ‘a sculptural interpretation of it’, in anticipation of the practice 

adopted by John Phillips of bringing specimens from the Botanical Gardens to be 

models for the interior capitals [fig. 3a].18 This interpretation imagines the two 

strawberries growing out of the top of the paired columns interwoven with one 

another. In another sketch on the same sheet Ruskin tries out the same device with 

less precision but with more attention to the form of the plants growing across the 

two columns together [fig. 3b]. In this same sketch he begins to develop too his 

conception of the foliage between the two central columns, picking out the detail of 

the patterns of smaller leaves and buds growing in threefold groups.  

 

Neither of these details is apparent in the other design for this window in the 

Ashmolean, but both can be seen in the Birmingham drawing and the finished 

window itself. The Birmingham design is by far the most complete, anticipating 

almost exactly the details of the window as carved. There are slight differences in 

the foliage growing up the jambs, the trefoils within the arches are filled in in the 

design and glazed in the window itself, and Ruskin’s hope to surround the arches 

with green marble is not fulfilled. Otherwise, the design matches the window in all 

its significant details.  

 

                                                
18 Robert Hewison, Ruskin and Oxford: The Art of Education (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1996), p. 65. This sheet is reproduced in full by Hewison. 
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O’Dwyer notes that payments were recorded for ‘Ruskin’s Windows’ from 

November 1859 to January 1860, suggesting that his double lancet was carved 

immediately after the completion of the Cat Window directly above it.19 In January 

1860, Ruskin wrote to Ellen Heaton, thanking her for a donation which he said 

would ‘enable another window to be carved in the front of the building, under my 

immediate direction, as the architect, Mr Woodward, is ill and had to go to Madeira 

for the winter’.20 On the basis of the Museum accounts, O’Dwyer concludes that 

three further windows were carved between April and August 1860 and a fourth in 

October and November.21 These are the four windows to the left of the central 

tower on the first floor.  

 

Curiously, the first of this series of windows [fig. 4] was identified as the most 

likely candidate for the window mentioned by Ruskin in Sesame and Lilies by E. T. 

Cook over a century ago.22 This attribution has been ignored by recent scholars, yet 

a close comparison of the five remaining drawings with this window as carved 

strongly suggests that Ruskin did indeed take an active role in directing O’Shea’s 

carving on this window too. The finished window bears a very different relation to 

Ruskin’s designs from that on the ground floor. There a window designed in full 

was carved in full. Here, the window incorporates features from each of four 

separate designs, all drawn as preliminary sketches for a different shape of 

window. The windows on the first floor are all tracery windows, typically with a 

                                                
19 O’Dwyer, p. 243.  
20 Quoted O’Dwyer, p. 243. 
21 O’Dwyer, p. 245. 
22 Works, 16, xlvi. 
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cinquefoil light over two main lancets. In transferring to this more complex form 

details originally envisaged as much as five years earlier for simple lancet 

windows, the details themselves were inevitably recast.  

 

Two of the designs in particular appear to have been adapted directly in the 

carving. Above the cinquefoil, two birds face each other beak-to-beak [fig. 5a]. At 

first glance, they appear to be seated, although a closer look reveals their long legs 

stretched out behind them. In one of the Ashmolean drawings [fig. 5b] and the 

Lancaster drawing, two birds again face each other beak-to-beak.23 Ruskin’s birds 

are more thick set, perhaps meant to suggest eagles, and they surmount the arch of 

a lancet rather than decorating the tracery immediately beneath the main arch, but 

the motif is clearly the same. In a third design, a bird treads gingerly across the 

capital of the central column of a double lancet window [fig. 6a].24 A similar bird 

steps between the arches of the two main lights on the tracery of the finished 

window [fig. 6b]. The orientation has been reversed, and the bird now looks up 

and around, not down at the ground, to accommodate itself to its new position 

within a triangular space. Even so, the overall form, the tail and the positioning of 

the near leg are all strongly reminiscent of Ruskin’s design.  

 

Details from the two remaining sketches in the Ashmolean further substantiate 

Cook’s supposition that Ruskin had a hand in this window. One shows two rows of 

                                                
23 WA1931.56. 
24 WA1931.48. This design is reproduced in full in Hewison, p. 67. 
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leaves carved round the arch of a window, separated by an uncarved band.25 The 

leaves on the outer band, as in the window itself, resemble oak, although in the 

design their direction of growth follows the curve of the arch while in the window 

they cut across it at an oblique angle. The inner band includes birds in among the 

foliage in the window itself, but the overall spatial relation between the two bands 

is essentially the same. The final design shows birds on the jamb next to the left-

hand column of a double lancet window, and may also hint at larger birds 

decorating the space between the trefoil and the arch itself, although the drawing 

here is only suggestive, not fully realised.26 Both these features recur in the 

window.  

 

It seems unlikely that Ruskin ever produced a full design for this window as he did 

for the window on the ground floor. The composition as a whole bears a closer 

resemblance to O’Shea’s Cat Window than to his own drawings. With Ruskin’s 

guidance, O’Shea appears to have incorporated several elements of his designs, 

originally intended for the ground floor, into a window carved to his own model. 

At the same time, a comparison of this window with the Cat Window suggests that 

Ruskin channelled O’Shea’s energies into patterns of recurring motifs. This contrast 

is clearest in the outer band of carving around the arch. On the Cat Window, this is 

made up of an apparently haphazard arrangement of maple leaves which look as if 

they have been blown down from trees in Autumn. On the window which O’Shea 

                                                
25 WA1931.47. 
26 WA1931.55. 
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worked on under Ruskin’s direction, the equivalent band consists of a regular 

pattern of oak leaves, each growing in the same direction.  

 

The second of the upper windows on the left-hand side shows no further direct 

traces of Ruskin’s surviving designs, but it is in very much the same style. In 

particular, it imitates closely the carving of the outer and inner moulding around 

the arch from the previous window, both in theme and manner. Ruskin himself left 

for the Alps in May, while Woodward did not return until June, not having been 

onsite in person since September.27 It seems likely that O’Shea was working on this 

window after Ruskin’s departure, continuing on the principles which they had 

devised in collaboration with one another. In both these windows, as in the Cat 

Window, the mouldings, that is the jambs and the inside of the arch, are fully and 

richly carved. In a striking contrast, however, the third and fourth of these 

windows have carving only on the tracery, capitals and the outer moulding of the 

arch. This is a reversion to the pattern of decoration on the upper window on the 

central tower. As with that early window, the carving itself is markedly less organic 

and more stylised in its detail than in O’Shea’s earlier windows or the capitals he 

carved in the Museum’s main court. O’Dwyer prints drawings and letters by 

Woodward which suggest that his own preference, and that of the Oxford 

authorities, was to leave the mouldings shaped but uncarved, as in this early 

window, and indeed in the first window on the ground floor.28 It would appear 

                                                
27 Tim Hilton, John Ruskin (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2002), p. 296; O’Dwyer, p. 
243. 
28 O’Dwyer, pp. 237-40. 
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that, when he returned to the site, he resumed control of the decoration, imposing 

his own more restrained aesthetic on O’Shea in Ruskin’s absence.  

 

The drawings in Oxford, Birmingham and Lancaster show that Ruskin did indeed 

design the ground-floor window attributed to him by The Architect in 1872 and 

more recent scholars, and that he had a hand too in the first-floor window 

attributed to him by Cook. Moreover, they help us to identify the different stylistic 

influences at work in the decoration of the façade as a whole. The windows of the 

Oxford Museum reveal creative tensions between Ruskin, Woodward and O’Shea. 

In their different ways, Ruskin’s revival of his design for the double lancet window 

on the ground floor and his collaboration with O’Shea on the window on the first 

floor were both attempts to find a via media between the grotesque exuberance of 

O’Shea’s Cat Window and Woodward’s more chaste aesthetic. Seventeen years 

later Ruskin would characterise O’Shea as ‘a man of truest genius’ and ‘the only 

person, who could have done anything of what we wanted to do here’. But he felt 

he had nothing to learn, and in Ruskin’s view this was fatal to his art. ‘I could not 

teach him’, Ruskin added, ‘nothing but the master’s constant presence would do 

that’.29 Brooks observes that, for Ruskin, architects should ‘allow their workmen 

freedom in executing, but the responsibility for determining the extent of this 

freedom is theirs alone’.30 Ruskin’s reference to ‘the master’s constant presence’ 

reads as a tacit acknowledgement that Woodward succeeded in directing O’Shea 

where he himself had failed. In their first window, Ruskin broke his own rule that 

                                                
29 Works, 22, 525. 
30 Brooks, p. 90. 
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‘all architectural ornamentation should be executed by the men who design it’.31 In 

their second, he indulged too far what he came to see as O’Shea’s misplaced 

enthusiasm for comprehensive organic decoration. In the long run, it seems, Ruskin 

accepted that Woodward’s judgement had been sounder than his own in shaping 

the external decoration of ‘the first building raised in England since the close of the 

fifteenth century’ to have ‘fearlessly put to new trial this old faith in nature, and in 

the genius of the unassisted workman’.32  

 

                                                
31 Henry W. Acland and John Ruskin, The Oxford Museum (London: Smith, Elder, 1859), p. 52. 
32 Oxford Museum, p. 83. 


